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Hatsan 125 .22

The Hatsan 125 Sniper Vortex aerial rifle provides magnum power without the twang and tremors often found in rifles with a wired metal syringe. Hassan notes that their gas peddle in Vortex provides more stable and consistent power and speed than a metal syringe. If you want a gun that's not picky about how you treat
it, then bring that synthetic air rifle. It will face the harsh world of real hunting - real work. A gas piston makes it much more durable because you don't have to worry about breaking a metal syringe if you leave your gun cocked too long. Hatsan 125 Sniper Vortex Air Rifle Features Integral Piston Gas Vortex Brake/
Suppressor 2 Steps Adjustable Quattro Thin (Z) for Trigger Weight Pull and Travel) 11mm and Weaver Optics Fixed Assembly TruGlo Fiber Optical Front Vision (Red- 0.060) Fully Adjustable TruGlo Fiber Optic Rear Vision (Green- 0.035) The Monta Carlo buttstock twin beartrap mechanism lifted the cheeks with a
vertically adjustable comb and gun grip with a texture and SAS arm (shock absorber system) that reduces triopad rubber fragment and vibration recoil with 3 stock intervals to match the length of the synthetic black 9.30 lb inventory. (Gun Only) includes a 3-9x32 Range Optima here are the benefits of a gas piston
swirling over a smoother metal spring and smoother shooting no spring torque and no spring fatigue, even if you leave it primed for hours functioning perfectly in cold weather drawn more than a metal spring click here for California Proposition 65 Warning. Read moreMakemakeMakethaneClaver.177Velocity1250
fpsSchoolsMa plattersFrom a hacking styleThe hackingstyle Dimensions Weight a gun weighing 9.00South48.80Orthrout in the U.S.17.70The press3-mediumMag imaginative capacity0MechanismGas-pistonRailWeaver &amp; 11mm dovetailsSafetyAutomaticFront SightsFiber Opticlar SitesPichoots Per Fill0Trigger
AdjustabilityTransmitter Action0UseSmall Game Hunting/PlinkingWarranty1 Years Limited WarrantyRead more ReviewsPrice by:Next View Rating Date Q&amp;A A is looking to buy a better scope that will last rather than break with this rifle. Any recommendations? Somewhere in the $50 to $130 range. Ask USALook's
Jiuvani about the leaoers/UTG line. Full responsibility and good value. Mark Marhavham someone had problems with the edge of the barrel coming off maybe I just had a bad cannon Jesse how quiet is it compared to the gamo wisper?Ask Brandon how does it get power? Does he use CO2 or manual air extraction?Ask
johnSpecs to say 13 kg. Derring effort. Is that true? It was said by another retailer that it was 51kg.Ask Randy Marhav? I bought an air rifle recently and I took up for the first time last week and I wasn't happy about it. I've got two more Walter Talon Magnum rifles and an artist all at .22. They can break through a
galvanized sheet at 10 to 40 meters and with sniper Hatsan 125.22 I can't Even at 5 yards. Please help me!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I can't even take a little game off at 10 yards. What am I supposed to do ????????????????????? Ask Esther Vancombo from USASSend him back... It's damaged. Bodine, you have something very
wrong with your rifle. Send it back to the dealer. These guns have extreme power. Dana Marhav How strong is it?Ask Mel from USAIs it spiral carried my Clement 125 .177 Sniper it's a bit picky about the pill choice and the sound he emits when shot - the quietest is daisy .177 wad cut and the loudest voice is with
Benjamin .177 percentage points it sounds just like 0.22 LR goes - my 125.22cal whirlpool sniper is just quiet no matter what pellets I put dumped her - but it really likes Benjamin premium points with both dome and ------ points no matter Which 177 O.22 will you need a good set of rings and a good perimeter to bring out
the best the majority has to offer - I hope it helped if you have other questions that don't hesitate to ask---swing it up - suck it up and Rangers lead the way---ICEMANLEE Marhav is the lighter cock vortex than the spring version? And between the two who have the least amount of faulty problems? Basically what's more
reliable? I'm trying to decide if I should pay more for the Whirlpool version or the differences are so tiny that it really doesn't matter.Ask Conrad from USAI owner Hatsan 125 Sniper Whirlpool. Power through the vortex piston version is 13 kg. The Springer version is approaching a 20kg road force. The vortex has a
smooth stroke through without grinding sounds like some Springers have. The giant sound clench makes a great handle to step this gun. However, it's a very powerful air rifle. I have the 22-caliber version and he fires 18 grain rounds over 950 feet per second. Hanson uses lead pellets for their specifications not PBA alloy
pills that a lot of manufacturers use to inflate their specifications. It's a big, heavy, beautiful, hard-hitting rifle. A vortex piston can remain cocked for long periods of time without fear of wear or damage. This is an advantage over the Springer version which cannot be left alert. If cocked, you should shoot the round soon.
German steel two stage adjustment grade trigger large inventory, there is a lot like. Optima 3x32's range doesn't stand in the way with the rifle. I would suggest Hatsan litter a useless bipod and provide a better 3x9x40 range. I suggest jumping on that gun. It's an animal. Long and heavy about 10 kg with scope installed.
But, it's perfectly accurate up to 60 yards, maybe more with a better shooter than me. It's strong. The best use is for a small pest hunting game. If the target shoots, your hand will tire after 30-40 shots. The bottom line... I love it! Eugene from USAI can't compare the two versions of Hatsan 125 -Spring powered against a
gas piston- because I just own Type. But compared to another break barrel, the spring piston guns I use, I'd say that 1) Hatsan 125 is among the heavier air rifles and cock, because it's a powerful one; 2) Gas piston guns, even when heavy, are smoother than a dick. And they feel less twangy about their fatoring. I haven't
tested myself, but piston factories in gas count for longer. In any case, as mentioned above, it is a very powerful rifle, at such a point that even powered by a gas piston, coking effort and fire vibration are high and firing it, for my taste is unpleasant. This is a great shotgun for hunting or shooting a goal with fair accuracy in
disances as long as 55 yards and accuracy depends very much on making a good shot: the gun problems a lot of vibration. If I had to choose, I'd go with a gas piston. I'm interested in purchasing but can anyone tell me, since it's synthetic, if the stock is solid or hollow? Thanks for trying jack found no way to know the
internal configuration of the stock from an external test. As it contains the adjustable cheek rods and locking screws, it is at least hollow and tanned. But if power is the concern I'd say it looks like very hefty synthetic stock. I didn't smash the rifle into anything, but from the usual shooting, after a lot of shots, the rifle stands
completely solid, even as its large plunger power turns into occasional loose range screws, Christian from USADoes This gun takes advantage of a Vortex piston or nitro? The title has turbulence and the description has nitro in it.Asked RYUUI to want to add some clarifications to the previous answer to this question. The
specification page indicates piston nitro, but it's wrong. The vortex gas piston is not the same as a piston nitro. The vortex uses high-pressure air where nitro piston uses a nitrogen charge. Also, the vortex piston is rebuilt brick and the end user can adjust the filling pressure to suit his or her needs. is an image of a
whirlwind gas piston from the Hatsan.bg. Whirlpool Man is a nitro gas piston. It's the Version of the Tessens. For copyright reasons, they have to name them differently. There are other minor changes made to make them original. Umarex has Reaxis, Gamo IGT, etc. LukeHow is compared to the spring version?Ask
SteveI thinks the spring piston is stronger. I have three 125-caliber sniper springs with a .25 diameter and a .22 caliber also a pioneer.22 caliber. I changed the ranges on the 125th I can hit 75 to 100 yards consistently and the striker I use in open mirrors are all really accurate. I never thought I'd have one now I'm
addicted to. Thinking of P.C.P. well. I've got enough guns and shotguns. I enjoy multi-ball because I can shoot in my backyard for 40 metres. Greg from USAHaving Whirlpool 125 Sniper (.25) and 125 (.22) Spring version I get the sense that the spring version is a little stronger due to the additional dring effort required.i
saw a good review on YouTube comparing sniper vortex to sniper (spring), both at .22 cal and he calculated that the spring version was delivered. 2 or 3 feet more pounds of energy.the whirlpool is more enjoyable to shoot for me due to less recoil.my hatsan next will be a sniper powered in spring 125 or 135 spring.i hear
that a whirlpool piston can be made to work at higher pressure.I tend to choose the rifle with more power.wayneThere's review that discusses it. It has the same power, but it will be through smoother and less vibration/noise. The piston usually lasts much longer than spring and is not affected by cold temps. Eric Marhav
when this item will be back in stock I want to buy it this week.Ask Anthony Anthony, this particular rifle should be back in stock in a week or so. Best regards, Airgun DepotScott's customer care team from USA View Next ShareThe Hatsan Model 125 is a piston spring break barrel with many extras not typically found on a
gun at the same price point including fiber optics, circumference, adjustable comb, and the possibility to use 11mm or weaver sweets. Your Mod 125 will bring years of joy if you use it for pest control or just plinking and fun. Hatsan 125 Air Rifle Features Spring-piston Integral muzzlebrake 2-stage adjustable Quattro
trigger (adj. for trigger-pull weight and travel) 11mm and Weaver optics rail Fixed TruGlo fiber optic front sight (red- 0.060) Fully adjustable TruGlo fiber optic rear sight (green- 0.035) Anti-beartrap mechanism Monte Carlo buttstock Twin raised cheekpieces with vertically adjustable comb Textured pistol grip and forearm
SAS (shock absorber system) that reduces vibration Triopad rubber recoil pad with 3 stock spacers to adjust pull length Black synthetic stock 8.40 lbs. (gun only) Includes 3-9x32 Optima scope and mount Read MoreSpecsManufacturerHatsanCaliber.22Velocity1000 fpsConditionNewAmmo TypePelletsActionBreak
barrelBarrel StyleRifledFire ModeSingle-shotGun Weight8.40Overall Length48.80Barrel Length19.60Loudness3-MediumMagazine Capacity0MechanismSpring-pistonRailWeaver &amp; 11mm dovetailsSafetyAutomaticFront SightsFiber OpticRear SightsFiber OpticShots per Fill0Trigger AdjustabilityTwo-stage
adjustableTrigger Action0UseSmall game hunting/plinkingWarranty1-year limited warrantyRead MoreReviewsSort by:Date Rating View Next Q&amp;AWhat is the best scope I can use on my Hutsan air guns that won't break and last? Ask JGHo of scope on the gun?Ask Ben Marhav what bullets are best in this gun?Ask
Lance from USACrow Magnum from H&amp;H . . . Because of the power of the gun, the bullets expand viciously, going from .22 caliber to a .30 caliber hole. Can't beat this. Thomas from USAThe Premier Ultra Magnum is perfect in all aspects, a major blow, exactly. And especially the price. Javier Marhavaipa
manufactured Hassan Rifles?Ask Gabe PatakyIt is a TurkishLance rifle from USAIs FPS Really 1250? Also how good is the scope?Ask John ottogalliThe fps about any air rifle listed everywhere is always excessive. However on this, fps are accurate as listed with light hobby balls. The scope will probably have to be
upgraded as you branch out on it and probably destroy it from the inside. Conor Marabov whether this scope may be too small for a slightly visually impaired person. The backyard is full of too many squirrerrerres and chipmunks. Is that one pump gun? Is it easy to pump? Ask Bill, this gun is almost identical to a
functioning 95 cap and a power plant. It takes some muscle to tread it, and it breakbarrel. As far as vision is concerned, the extent they pack is not good at all. I suggest jumping intent. Jake Marhav Watch Next
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